


 This enjoyable but unsuccessful adventure is what got the wheels turning towards 
the creation of the GunSkins product line. We wanted to create something that would 
provide an economical and versatile concealment solution as well as take the abuse 
that comes with day-to-day use. A quality American made product that is applicable 
to both the tactical shooter and the traditional hunter. GunSkins are made of premium 
vinyl, specifi cally designed for durability, conformability, and ease of application. 

 The material can be removed or layered, allowing for adaptation to diff erent 
environments. We off er over 40 offi  cially licensed patterns and 15 unique templates to 
commodate any weapon or accessory. GunSkins is centered on the desire to provide 
our customers with the best solution to their concealment needs, provide outstanding 
customer service, and guarantee a positive experience with our products. 

 I carefully nestled into the rough sage and timber located at the base of a rocky 
bluff . Sunrise had yet to come up on this particular January morning, my fi rst hunt of the 
year. I was ready, my call and decoy were located just where I wanted them. I briefl y saw 
the blur which was a coyote dashing through the sage not 600 yards away. This was going 
to be an easy one, I thought to myself. 

 Boy was I wrong. About 400 yards out he suddenly stops and looks at my direction. 
I aimed my rifl e, but it was too late. He was gone. I was decked in camoufl age from head 
to toe, concealed to the environment and in perfect position. Then the painful answer was 
obvious when I inspected my weapon. My AR-15 featured a stainless barrel and scope, 
which is great for durability but the sun must have hit it and given my position away. 



  For those of us who live to hunt, shoot, and protect, there is no end 
to the gear needed. We spend hundreds and thousands of dollars on boots, 
jackets, pants, back packs, mag carriers, and body armor. Then we grab 
our weapon of choice and head out into the world with it exposed and 
unprotected; a grievous act of neglect you need not commit any longer!

 GunSkins are protective camoufl age vinyl wraps that can be applied to any 
weapon platform or tactical gear. We off er templates with precut pieces that are 
weapon specifi c to allow for a simple, do-it-yourself install by the end user. They 
are 100% waterproof and have a non-refl ective matte fi nish. GunSkins conform 
to any shape and are easy to install. They are removable and lave no residue 
behind. Look for them in a variety of tactical, hunting, and specialty patterns.













Pistol Accent Skin
 Sometimes less is more. If you’re not sold on the idea of wrapping 
the entire handgun, consider adding just a touch of color, camo, or the 
stars and stripes! Pistol Accent Skins require minimal trimming for the 
slide, but everything else is as easy and peel and press. The pistol grip and 
base plates for the magazines are covered using our pre-cut templates.

 GunSkins Pistol Accent Skins come in a variety of sizes, including 
the Glock platform and the 1911. For most other semi-automatic 
models, the Glock variant is generic enough that it will fi t and can 
be trimmed to shape if necessary. That’s the beauty of these DIY 
kits, it’s up to you to decide just how much or how little to wrap.





Scope Skin
 Similar to our Gear Skin, the Scope Skin is a single sheet 
that can be trimmed to fi t any surface. As the name suggests, a good 
candidate for wrapping is indeed your rifl e’s optics. It doesn’t take a 
genius to fi gure out that it’s good to match your scope to your rifl e, 
but you can be creative and mix and match if you want to.
We won’t judge you.

 GunSkins Scope Skins measure 8” x 15”, enough for any 
optics. Because of the generic properties of the Scope Skin, they are 
useful as a supplement to any other kit if more material is required to 
fi nish the job. Likewise, they are also perfect for wrapping other small 
accessories such as binoculars, range fi nders, cameras, and anything else 
you can think of. Let your imagination decide what can or cannot be wrapped.





 Looking to wrap out your AR-10, AICS 338, Lapua, MP5, laptop, cell 
phone, sunglasses, fl ask, whips, chains, whistles, yo yos, etc? Gear Skins are 
the answer to this ques� on. There is no end to the shapes and sizes of 
weapons and accessories on the market today. Gear Skins provide bulk 
sheet material that can be trimmed to fi t literally anything you want to 
protect and camoufl age.  

Gear Skins come in three sizes: 8” x 15”, 8” x 50”, and 24” x 50” to give you 
the best fi t for your project size.  















CLEAN THE GUN 
 Use a gun-specifi c degreaser to remove all dirt, 
debris, and gun oil from the surface. Even new guns 
require surface prep. We recommend FrogLube Solvent.

 Scrub the recessed edges with a small brush. 
Dissasembly is not required. Wipe clean using 
a lint free cloth or air dry for best results. A clean 
gun makes for a clean install. 

PEEL AND STICK 
 Peel off  and place the material where you want 
it. Reposition as many times as necessary and use your 
fi ngers to smooth on the surface. A hand squeegee can 
be helpful for working on the hard-to-reach areas.  

 Start from the center and work your way outward, 
releasing any trapped air and pulling away from 
the tension to preventing wrinkles. Take your time. 

HEAT AND TRIM 
 Trim away any excess material using a sharp 
hobby knife with plenty of extra blades at the 
ready. Overlap where necessary and stretch the 
material to conform to the shape of the gun.  

 Hit the surface with a heat gun to make the vinyl 
pliable and press fi rmly. Wait for the surface to cool if 
more trimming is required. Post heat to seal the deal.



 “This is a simple and easy way to add a little fl air to your 
gun. I can attest that the magazine wraps worked as advertised. If 
something goes wrong there is a lifetime warranty against defects 
and I think that’s a brave stance for a company to take for an 
aesthetic upgrade. They aren’t for everyone, but they are for me.”

TRAVIS PIKE
Author of The Loadout Room.

 “Voted #1 New Product of the Year at the 
2017 NSSF SHOT SHOW in Las Vegas, Nevada.” 

SHOT SHOW
Ranked #1 most viewed item from the New Product Center.

 “GunSkins solve a lot of fi nish related issues. First, they protect gun 
fi nishes. If you install a GunSkins on a brand new weapon, the fi nish 
will be as new when you peel the Skins off . Second, they are the perfect 
solution for people wanting to camoufl age their guns without 
impacting their value. Third, they are wonderful for people who change 
their minds about camoufl age or like to add accessories.” 

ENOLA GAY
Author of the Paratus Familia Blog



A-TACS AUX

KRYPTEK NOMAD

PENCOTT BADLANDS

PRYM1 SAND STORM

TRUETIMBER DRT 

REALTREE EDGE

REALTREE PARADISE PINK

A-TACS FGX

KRYPTEK MANDRAKE

PENCOTT GREENZONE

PRYM1 WOODLANDS

TRUETIMBER HTC GREEN

REALTREE XTRA

REALTREE WILD ORCHID

A-TACS ATX

KRYPTEK YETI

PENCOTT SNOWDRIFT

PRYM1 PINK OUT

TRUETIMBER VIPER WESTERN 

REALTREE MAX-1 XT

REALTREE XTRA SNOW

A-TACS IX

KRYPTEK HIGHLANDER

KUIU VERDE 2.0

PRYM1 MULTI-PURPOSE

TRUETIMBER PRAIRIE

REALTREE MAX-5

REALTREE SEA GLASS

A-TACS GHOST

KRYPTEK TYPHON

KUIU VIAS

PRYM1 BLACK OUT

TRUETIMBER STRATA

REALTREE TIMBER

REALTREE METEORITE



MILITARY OCP BLACK 

CARBON FIBER

MOLON LABE BLACK

THIN RED LINE

CANADA

GALACTIC CREST

MERCENARY SKULL

MILITARY OCP 

VIETNAM TIGER STRIPE

MOLON LABE TAN

THIN BLUE LINE

TEXAS

BATTLEWORN SNOW TROOPER

SKULL TAN

PROVEIL REAPER BLACK

STALKLAND LEGACY

KINGS DESERT SHADOW

PRYM1 FIRE STORM

COME AND TAKE IT

CRUSADER’S CROSS

SKULL

PROVEIL REAPER Z

STALKLAND LOTUS

KINGS MOUNTAIN SHADOW

AMERICA

LEAD BULL

8-BIT BLASTER

SKULL AMERICA

PROVEIL VICTORY

STALKLAND VOID 

KINGS SNOW SHADOW

AMERICA GREY

LEAD BULL

BATTLEWORN DARK EARTH

SKULL BLACK

STALKLAND LEGACY






